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**Abstract**

The paper presents the development and implementation of a Software-in-the-loop (SIL) platform allowing the real-time simulation of the hybrid model of five-axis CNC machine tool which is implemented in SIMULINK. The interfacing between dSPACE software and the feed drives models in SIMULINK is explained. The values for the simulated positioning errors between the position demand and simulated position of orthogonal trimming head for the gantry axis are in the order of microns so proposed SIL model is validated. The accurate SIL platform could be used to build and optimise the machining process models including CNC machine tools under cutting conditions and improve machines’ dynamic performance.

**1 Introduction**

Computationally fast and efficient algorithms are required for the prediction, computation, and elimination of the instantaneous error in high precision engineering processes. Hence, a mathematical model which adequately reflects the true dynamic behavior of the various components and of the complete assembly of the machine tool is required. Various methods can be applied for modelling the dynamic behavior of complex non-linear control systems (such as a CNC machine tool for example). A lumped parameter model is a lumped system, where mathematically speaking, is solved by a set of ordinary differential equations, because all the dependent variables of interest are only a function of time. Hybrid models of the machine tool feed drives, which combine lumped and distributed parameters, provide a more realistic dynamic performance of the system. More precisely, hybrid modelling, which considers explicit damping factors, distributed load and measured non-linear effects (backlash and friction), has been proved to be the most accurate in reflecting the dynamics of CNC machine tool feed drives [1-7].

The motion control or driving system of the CNC machine tool is one of the major structural elements. The improvement of the feed drives, which is achieved by reducing or even eliminating the machining errors, is a key factor
in the process of enhancing the accuracy and repeatability of machine tools. Therefore, as the industrial applications increasingly require higher performance machining, reliability and lower cost, there is the need for more realistic models of the motion control systems [1, 8].

The common simulation approaches that can be applied when models are used for generating code are:

- model-in-the-loop (MIL),
- software-in-the-loop (SIL),
- processor-in-the-loop (PIL),
- hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) [9].

Purzel et al. mentions [10] that currently programs which are used to simulate NC programs are desktop-based and consist of two software parts – the virtual machine and the NC control unit. These SIL systems include the workspace of the machine tool, speed, range of movement of the tool and the accuracy of the work pieces geometry. However, it is difficult to create the whole really complex NC control unit using a desktop-based SIL simulation, because NC control units work internally at real-time.

The approaches differ in the control system configurations that are used to control plant models in closed-loop simulations. Examples on use of MIL, SIL, and HIL simulations in the embedded system domain include [11] that describes a general framework for and two examples of use of MIL simulation. A testing environment that uses SIL simulations is presented in [12]. Software-in-the-loop simulation (SILS) does not use any real control hardware. The behavior of these components is reproduced and emulated. Zeah et al. [13] shows a comparison of the SIL and HIL approaches:

![Comparison of SIL and HIL approaches](image)

**Figure 1.** Hardware and SIL simulation [13].

Pislaru et al. in [14, 15] present the existing methods used for real-time simulation of machine and examines actual approaches for linking the feed drive models with structural models for CNC machine tools. The authors describe tool dynamics with the emphasis on modelling and simulation of the dynamic behavior of CNC machine tool feed drives and mechatronic systems for machine tools.
The paper presents the implementation of SIL platform allowing the real-time simulation of the feed drive models for the gantry axis of the GEISS five axis CNC machine tool existing at the University of Huddersfield. The interfacing of modular dSPACE hardware on the actual machine and feed drive model in Simulink and dSPACE system are explored [16-22]. The same procedure can be applied for the development of SIL platforms allowing the real-time simulation of feed drive models of remaining translational and rotational axes from GEISS machine. The details about the development of multibody model for these feed drives can be found in [23].

2 Rotational axes

The rotational B and C axes from the GEISS CNC machine tool contain direct drives which are special types of servomotors. These drives require only one encoder for position and velocity measurement, in comparison to standard servo-controllers which need one encoder for position measurement, and one encoder for velocity measurement. The electrical time constants and copper losses have low values so the number of magnetic poles of these motors is higher than the number of conventional servomotors [24].

A rotational axis drive consists of six major elements; position setpoint generator, position controller, speed controller, direct torque or current controller, three-phase inverter, and motor with rotary encoder for rotor speed and rotor angle. Figure 2 represents the principle of operation of rotational axes.

As already mentioned, in the case of rotational axes, the rotary encoder mounted on the motor is used both for rotor speed and rotor angle. Thus, the position controller based on a Proportional (P) regulator receives the error signal, produced by the difference between the nominal position generated by the position setpoint generator and the actual (estimated) position received from the attached rotary encoder, in order to compute the nominal speed which is applied to the speed controller. Therefore, the ratio between the velocity setpoint and the deviation in the position defines the velocity gain ($K_v$ factor), which is also known as the following error and represents the parameter of P controller [8].
The speed controller, which has as an input the error generated by the difference between the nominal speed produced by the position controller and the actual motor speed received from the attached rotary encoder, produces the torque setpoint command which is applied to the current controller. Speed controller based on a Proportional-Integral (PI) regulator calculates the required torque value. The speed control loop also contains a low-pass filter in order to smooth out the velocity setpoint value, which is received by the position controller.

The current control loop of the studied system, which is implemented using vector control technique, is also known as torque or acceleration control loop due to the fact that, the current control loop aims at controlling the motor electrical torque and machine acceleration. The current controller based on a PI regulator receives the error signal, produced by the difference between the actual current and the nominal torque generated by the speed controller, in order to regulate the motor electrical torque and machine acceleration, which are directly proportional to the motor current.

3 Translation axes

The feed drives from translation axes have two main parts: control (electrical) parts (described in the previous section) and mechanical parts (including the mechanical transmission systems which convert the rotary motion of the motor into linear motion of the nut through the ball-screw assembly driven by the belt drive system). In the case of translation axes, the rotary encoder is used only for rotor speed. The position controller receives feedback signals produced by the linear encoder (mounted on the side) which directly measures the actual position of the orthogonal trimming head. Figure 3 shows the principle of operation of translation axes.

![Figure 3. Block diagram showing the drives operation for translation axes.](image)

Accurate machine tool feed drive models have to contain values for the various damping coefficients and non-linearities such as, backlash and Coulomb friction, due to the fact that, the performance of the machine tool is
influenced by these factors. In high precision machining, friction between the moving components of the machine tool, such as ball-screw and nut, may cause serious errors. In most cases, the largest portion of friction, which is produced due to complex kinematics of the ball nut, is undesirable because it causes steady state error. However, in some cases, it might be desirable, because it offers damping [8].

The modelling of axes affected by gravity, which is considered by adding a resistant torque to the motor, is quite different. Thus, for the modelling of Z-axis, the gravity has to be taken into account. More specifically, the torque is constant for a vertical axis, while it depends on the angular axis position for a tilting axis. The friction is always the dominant source of disturbance in axis control. Finally, beneficial damping characteristics and reduction of non-linear behavior, such as backlash can be provided by a pre-loaded ball-screw. Nevertheless, friction will exist, yet [13].

Finally, for convenient control of large mechanisms such as gantry robots, two motors may be required to drive a single axis. This split-axis option has also been adopted by the studied CNC machine tool for the gantry drive. The split-axis feature automatically coordinates the drive of the two motors that receives coordinated commands to keep the mechanism properly aligned.

4 SIMULINK models for rotational axes

The SIMULINK blocks which compose a CNC machine tool rotational axis drive are a three-phase source '400V 50Hz', a three-phase diode rectifier 'Rectifier_3ph', a 'Braking chopper', a 'Three-phase inverter', a 'Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine', a 'Position controller', a 'Speed controller', and a vector controller 'VECT'. The SIMULINK model for the rotational axes is depicted in the Figure 4. There is little difference between the B-axis and C-axis drive apart from planetary gearbox and data for the parameters of various elements that have been determined according to their corresponding datasheets and specified in each block’s dialog box.

Figure 4. SIMULINK model for rotational axes.
5 Simulink models for translation axes

As mentioned before, a translation axis is divided into the electrical part and the mechanical part. The control part has been already described in detail in the previous section where it was presented the development of the SIMULINK models for the rotational axes. In this section, the mechanical part including the mechanical transmission system, which converts the rotary motion of the motor into linear motion of the nut using the ball-screw assembly driven by the belt drive system, is built in SIMULINK.

The main blocks which form the mechanical part of CNC machine tool translation axis are a belt drive (gear ratio) 'Belt and Pulley', a 'Ball-screw', 'Inertia', 'Mass', and a 'Translational spring'. The SIMULINK model for the single-motor translation axes X and Z is depicted in figure 5. The SIMULINK model for gantry drive includes two single translation axes, due to it has adopted the split-axis feature. The model of controller configuration of X-axis drive is almost the same with that of Z-axis drive. For the mechatronic modelling of Z-axis, the gravity has been taken into account. Nevertheless, data for the parameters of various elements, which have been specified in each block’s dialog box, have been determined according to their corresponding datasheets. Simulation results are shown in [23].

![Figure 5. SIMULINK model for single translations axes.](image-url)
Figure 6 illustrates the block diagram for gantry drive. The elements included in SIMULINK blocks ‘Y1-axis drive model’ and ‘Y2-axis drive model’ are presented in Figure 5. The position controller of gantry drive sends coordinated commands to the speed controllers for Y1-axis and Y2-axis to keep the two axes properly aligned.

![Block diagram for gantry drive.](image)

The 3D assembly models are initially built in SolidWorks and imported into SimMechanics which interfaces seamlessly with SimPowerSystems, SimDriveline, and Simulink packages [23]. Figure 7 shows the links between the practical elements of the gantry feed drive.

![Description of practical elements from gantry axis.](image)
6 Development and implementation of a SIL platform

Sztendel et al. in [18, 22] have described the steps for data acquisition using ControlDesk and HIL implementation of the drive models in dSPACE. SIL applications are prototyping simulations, prepared on a designer’s computer to model the behavior of a real-time control system. SIL part was conducted with the use of the MathWorks software with the model of process automatically generated from the SolidWorks simplified multibody construction assembly. Simulation models are running on in dSPACE 1005 board, where in future compensating calculations can be carried out using FEA models.

An important advantage of a SIL platform is the possibility to directly observe and relate the effective and the measured parameters of the system like position or speed. So the user can adjust the controller parameters in order to obtain the best working conditions. Figure 8 shows the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the simulation and a picture of the actual machine.

![Figure 8. SIL GUI for gantry drive using dSPACE real-time system.](image)

A model-based construction of the simulated machine tool enables an effective verification and assessing reliability problems while improving its efficiency by simplifying the virtual environment. Input signals for $Y_1$-axis and $Y_2$-axis are presented in left hand top corner and right hand top corner, respectively. Simulated position of orthogonal trimming head for $Y_1$-axis is shown in left...
hand middle graph and for Y2-axis in right hand middle graph. The linear positioning error for Y1-axis (see Figure 8 left hand, bottom corner) and for Y2-axis (see Figure 8 right hand, bottom corner) is the difference between the position demand and the simulated orthogonal trimming head position. Values for the position demand signal were chosen in accordance with the experimental data from the GEISS machine measured linear position using ServoTrace tool. The position demand requests the travel of orthogonal trimming head for the distance of 1500 mm. The errors are around 1 μm, so they show good correlation between demand signals and simulated position values.

7 Conclusions and further work

Machine tool is a complex mechanical and control system. Understanding and accurately modelling each component is hard to achieve. Therefore, we are trying to connect programs into a conventional software-based simulation system.

The paper presents the development and implementation of a SIL platform allowing the real-time simulation of the hybrid model of the gantry axis for the CNC machine tool feed drive. The graphical model for the gantry axis of the GEISS machine has been developed using SIMULINK. The next step is to develop Hardware-in-the-loop platform (HIL) where the experimental data obtained from the SINUMERIK 840d SL controller using servo trace and the simulated data can be compared. This would confirm the usability of the developed SIL model in the HIL platform.

Using SIL simulation systems, the model of the machine controller, SimMechanics models for mechanical elements and SIMULINK models for feed drives has made possible to reproduce accurately the range of movement of the tool. This approach provides a test environment offering modelling support for dynamic environments that may reduce significant cost within the NC controller design and trainings. Simulation reduces valuable machining capacity, there is no risk of damaging equipment by using manual inputs and space required is much lower.
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